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Upper and Lower Lake Sella
Parco Naturale Alpi Marittime - Valdieri

Il lago soprano della Sella (Roberto Pockaj)

Fairly long excursion that offers the
most striking panoramic views along the
tract from Lower to Upper Lake Sella.

Useful information

After the path reaches the Livio Bianco Refuge,
the environment shows clear signs of the effects
of the most recent glaciations (a well-sculpted
glacial bowl, scarred, sheepbacked rocks, ...).
Upper Lake Sella, the trek's destination, is the
largest body of water in the Park of the Maritime
Alps.

Length : 10.7 km

Practice : Hiking
Duration : 4 h 15

Trek ascent : 1395 m
Difficulty : Medium
Type : Round trip
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Trek
Altimetric profile
Departure : Sant'Anna di Valdieri (980 m)
Arrival : Upper Lake Sella (2330 m)
Cities : 1. Valdieri

Min elevation 991 m Max elevation 2341 m

Departing from Sant'Anna di Valdieri (980 m), the route comes to a fork near the Gias
del Lago (2 hours and 50 minutes from Sant'Anna di Valdieri), following the same
route as the itinerary to the "Livio Bianco" Refuge {->06}.
Instead of turning left towards the Refuge, however, the path to Lake Sella follows the
right fork, which cuts diagonally uphill across the grassy, rock-strewn slope.
The trail reaches the foot of a large bastion of sheepbacked rocks, passing to the
right of them with numerous switchbacks, many of them retracing the old mule track,
which reappears at this point. When the path reaches the flat portion on which stands
the Gias Gros, the intermediate Lake Sella is visible on the left.
After crossing the meadow, the path continues upward through detritic ground; the
mule track, winding tortuously, passes around another imposing bastion of rock and
reaches a hunting blind, and then forks just at the foot of the waterfall formed by the
runoff from Upper Lake Sella.
The left fork, which should be ignored, crosses the spillway and climbs up to Colle di
Valmiana; following the right fork, hikers instead rapidly come to the lovely Upper
Lake Sella(2331 m, 1 hour and 25 minutes from the fork at the Gias del Lago), whose
123,000 square meters form the largest body of water in the Park.
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On your path...

The place name "Vallone della
Meris" (A)

The place name "Chiot de la Sela"
(B)
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All useful information
Is in the midst of the park
The national park is an unrestricted natural area but subjected to regulations which
must be known by all visitors.

How to come ?
Access
Drive up the Valle Gesso from Borgo San Dalmazzo. After passing Valdieri, continue
on towards Terme until you reach Sant'Anna.
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On your path...
The place name "Vallone della Meris" (A)
The Vallone della Meris (or, in the masculine, the Vallone del
Merìs, pronounced with an accent on the 'i', differently from the
normal pronunciation) owes its name to its favorable
exposure,"a meriggio", at the meridian, which provides warmth
and light.
Attribution : Giorgio Bernardi

The place name "Chiot de la Sela" (B)
This place, known as Chiot de la Sela, probably dervied its name
from the past presence of a small "sella", a stone structure with
a barrel vault, usually partially underground, which was used to
store food). Chiot de la Sela was the location of the Royal
Hunting Lodges, used by the Savoys when they hosted hunting
parties in the Vallone della Meris.
Attribution : Roberto Pockaj
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